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Class News 

Welcome back! I hope you have all had a restful break, the pupils have certainly returned with a 
positive attitude. We have shared our goals for 2024, not only in school but also in their wider 
personal life. A particular highlight for me last term, was meeting so many of our families during our 
open afternoon and I look forward to this terms Literacy focused session. This term we will engage 
with several mini topics, starting with 'Scotland and Europe Land', looking a physcial characteristics. 
We will also explore Scots' dialect through our annual poetry recital.  

Weekly Timetable 

Monday 
German 
Art - Mrs Bowes 

Tuesday 
Library Day 

Wednesday 
French - Mrs Cooper                   Outdoor PE - Mrs Cooper 
Otter Clubs / Assembly 
Homework issued, due the following Wednesday (uploaded to Google Classroom) 

Thursday 
Indoor PE - Mrs McEwan 

Friday 
Music - Mrs Bowes 
 

This Term’s Learning 

NUMERACY:  
* Multiplication - Learn and secure multiplication facts for the 7, 8 and 9 x table and apply both mental 
and written strategies to multiply up to 3 digit numbers. 
* Division - Transfer knowledge of multiplication to divide 3 digit numbers with remainders. 
*Topic Maths/ ICT: Area, Perimeter, Volume and Measurement. 
LITERACY:  
*Reading- We will continue to develop comprehension, expression and fluency. Pupils will have the 
opportunity once a week to visit the library to choose their own books for home, or can be used in class 
during silent reading times. The pupils will be encouraged to share their personal reading. 
*Writing- We are looking at a variety of genre, including Scots' dialect through our topic, comic strips 
narrative writing and diaries. They will also plan, write and create a short Scottish themed story for the 
Stuart Grey writing competition. 
*Listening & Talking- Explore Scots' dialect through Burns poetry and participate in a class recital.  
HEALTH AND WELLBEING:  
* Personal Safety in the Home 
* Bounce Back programme - "Looking on the Brightside" and "Friendships".  
* PE: Ball skills - Volleyball, learning to communicate effectively and play as part of a team.  
OTHER: 
* SOCIAL SUBJECTS: Identify the physical features of Scotland's landscape and compare aspects of 
people's daily lives in the past with our own. 
* SCIENCE: - Explore different materials and investigate changes in substances. 
MUSIC:  Using our music programme to perform a variety of songs through different styles and cultures, 
including Scottish songs and Hip Hop.  
ART: Respond to the work of a range of Scottish Artists and create own artwork.   
 
Please do not hesitate to get in touch if you have any questions. Mrs Bowes. 

 


